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Mechanisms of positron annihilation on molecules

G. F. Gribakin*
School of Physics, University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia

~Received 14 May 1999; published 18 January 2000!

The aim of this work is to identify the mechanisms responsible for very large rates and other peculiarities
observed in low-energy positron annihilation on molecules. The two mechanisms considered are the following:
~i! Direct annihilation of the incoming positron with one of the molecular electrons. This mechanism dominates
for atoms and small molecules. I show that its contribution to the annihilation rate can be related to the positron
elastic scattering cross section. This mechanism is characterized by a strong energy dependence ofZeff at small
positron energies and highZeff values~up to 103) for room-temperature positrons, if a low-lying virtual level
or a weakly bound state exists for the positron.~ii ! Resonant annihilation, which takes place when the positron
undergoes resonant capture into a vibrationally excited quasibound state of the positron-molecule complex.
This mechanism dominates for larger molecules capable of forming bound states with the positron. For this
mechanismZeff averaged over some energy interval, e.g., due to thermal positron energy distribution, is
proportional to the level density of the positron-molecule complex, which is basically determined by the
spectrum of molecular vibrational states populated in the positron capture. The resonant mechanism can
produce very large annihilation rates corresponding toZeff;108. It is highly sensitive to molecular structure,
and shows a characteristic«21/2 behavior ofZeff at small positron energies«. The theory is used to analyze
calculated and measuredZeff for a number of atoms and molecules.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.2s, 78.70.Bj, 71.60.1z, 36.10.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work is to develop a framework for th
description of low-energy positron annihilation on mo
ecules, and to analyze its two main mechanisms: direct
resonant annihilation. There are a number of remarkable p
nomena associated with this process: very large annihila
rates@1–3#, high sensitivity of the rates to small changes
the molecular structure@4#, large ionization-fragmentation
cross sections for organic molecules at sub-Ps-threshold
itron energies@5#, and rapid increase of the fragmentatio
and annihilation rates toward small positron energies@6,7#.
In spite of decades of study, there is no consistent phys
picture or even general understanding of these processes
there have been very few calculations@8#, which leaves too
much room for speculation@9#. My main objectives are to
consider real mechanisms of positron annihilation on m
ecules, describe their characteristic features, make estim
of the corresponding annihilation rates, and formulate
terms in which positron-molecule annihilation should be d
scribed and analyzed. In Ref.@7#, Iwataet al. described new
experiments to study positron annihilation on molecul
Some of these experiments test specific features of the a
hilation processes described in the present paper. Tho
some aspects of the experimental work are discussed h
further details and comparison with theory and various m
els of positron annihilation can be found in Ref.@7#.

The annihilation ratel for positrons in a molecular o
atomic gas is usually expressed in terms of a dimension
parameterZeff ,

*Present addres: Department of Applied Mathematics and Th
retical Physics, The Queen’s University of Belfast, Belfa
BT7 1NN, UK.
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l5pr 0
2cZeffn, ~1!

wherer 0 is the classical radius of the electron,pr 0
2c is the

nonrelativistic spin-averaged rate of electron-positron an
hilation into two g quanta, andn is the number density o
molecules@10#. Equation~1! implies thatZeff is the effective
number of target electrons contributing to the annihilati
process. In terms of the annihilation cross sectionsa the rate
is l5sanv, so, by comparison with Eq.~1!, we have

sa5pr 0
2cZeff /v, ~2!

where v is the positron velocity. Accordingly, the spin
averaged cross section of annihilation of a nonrelativis
positron on a single electron corresponds toZeff51; see, e.g.
Ref. @11#. If the annihilation occurs during binary positron
molecule collisions, as in the experiments of the San Die
group @3,4,12#, who used a positron trap and worked at lo
gas densities, the parameterZeff is independent of the den
sity. It characterizes the annihilation of a positron on a sin
molecule.

One could expect thatZeff is comparable to the number o
electronsZ in an atom or molecule. Moreover, low-energ
positrons do not penetrate deep into the atom, and most p
ably annihilate with the valence electrons only. Howev
even for hydrogenZeff58 at low energies@13#. This is a
manifestation of correlation effects. The most important
these is polarization of the atom by the positron and, a
result, an attractive2ae2/2r 4 positron-atom potential,a be-
ing the atomic dipole polarizability. An additional shor
range contribution to the positron-atom attraction com
from virtual Ps formation, i.e., hopping, or rather, tunneli
of an electron between the atomic ion and the positron. T
electron density on the positron is also enhanced due to
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Coulomb attraction between them. These effects m
atomicZeff large, e.g.,Zeff5401 for room temperature pos
trons on Xe@14#.

Even compared with this large number, annihilation ra
for low-energy~room temperature! positrons on polyatomic
molecules are huge. They increase very rapidly with the m
lecular size, and depend strongly on the chemical comp
tion of the molecules; see Fig. 1. This has been known
quite a while, after early measurements for CCl4 , Zeff52.2
3104 @1#; butane, 1.53104 @2#; andZeff ranging between 104

and 23106 for large alkanes CnH2n12, wheren54 –16@15#
~see also@4#!. The largestZeff values measured so far a
4.33106 for antracene C14H10 @16# and 7.53106 for sebacic
acid dimethyl ester C12H22O4 @15#. Thus, whileZeff’s up to
five orders of magnitude greater thanZ have been observed
the physical processes responsible for these anomalo
large annihilation rates have not really been understood
other words, if the observedZeff’s are parametrically large
compared to the number of available electrons, then wha
the parameters that determine large annihilation rates
positrons on molecules?

In this work I consider two basic mechanisms of positro
molecule annihilation. The first mechanism isdirect annihi-
lation of the incoming positron with one of the molecul
electrons. The contribution of this mechanism to the ann
lation rate is proportional to the number of valence electr
available for annihilation. It can be enhanced by t
positron-molecule interaction which distorts the positr
wave. In particular, the positron density in the vicinity of th
molecule increases greatly if a low-lying virtual state («0
.0) or a weakly bound level («0,0) exists for thes-wave
positron. In this caseZeff

(dir)}1/(«1u«0u) for small positron
energies«&u«0u @17–19#. This type of enhancement is re
sponsible for largeZeff values observed in heavier noble-g
atoms, where successively lower virtual levels exist for
positron (Zeff533.8, 90.1, and 401 for Ar, Kr, and Xe, re
spectively @4,14#!. This understanding is confirmed by th

FIG. 1. Annihilation ratesZeff for alkanes, CnH2n12 ~solid
circles, n51 –10, 12, and 16!, perfluorinated alkanes, CnF2n12

~solid squares,n51 –3, 6, and 8! and aromatic hydrocarbons, ben
zene, naphthalene, and antracene, CnHn/213 ~open hexagons,n
56, 10, and 14!, as functions of the number of electrons in th
moleculeZ ~a!, and number of atomsN ~b!. Data are taken from
Ref. @12#, Tables B1, 4.3, 4.9 and 4.11~see also Ref.@4#!. Also
shown are power-law fits for alkanes,Zeff}N6.1 ~solid line!; perflu-
orinated alkanes,Zeff}N1.75 ~dashed line!; and aromatic hydrocar
bons,Zeff}N8.2 ~dot-dashed line!.
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temperature dependences of the annihilation rates meas
for the noble gases in Ref.@20#. Note that for room-
temperature positrons,«;kBT, even for«0→0 the size of
the enhancement due to virtual or weakly bound state
limited.

The second mechanism isresonant annihilation. By this I
mean a two-stage process. The positron is first captured
a Feshbach-type resonance, where positron attachment i
companied by excitation of some molecular degrees of fr
dom. Such a process is well known for electrons@21#. The
positron in the quasibound state then annihilates with a m
lecular electron. Enhancement of annihilation due to a sin
resonance was considered theoretically in Refs.@22,23#. The
possibility of forming such resonances by excitation of t
vibrational degrees of freedom of molecules was propo
by Surkoet al. @3# to explain high annihilation rates and the
strong dependence on the molecular size observed for
kanes. It was also considered in relation to the problem
fragmentation of molecules by positron annihilation@24#.
However, its contribution to the annihilation has never be
properly evaluated. To make this mechanism work for lo
energy positrons one must assume that positrons can
bound states with large neutral molecules, i.e., the posi
affinity of the molecule is positive,«A.0 @3#. Capture is
then possible if the energy of the incoming positron is
resonance with the vibrationally excited state of the positr
molecule complex@25#. The density of the vibrational exci
tation spectrum of this complex can be high, even if t
excitation energy supplied by positron binding,Ev5«A1«,
is only a few tenths of an eV~it is reasonable to assume th
the presence of the positron does not change the vibrati
spectrum of the molecule by too much!. For positrons with a
thermal Maxwellian energy distribution, the contribution
the resonant annihilation mechanism averaged over a num
of resonancesZeff

(res) is observed. The magnitude ofZeff
(res) is

determined by three parameters of the positron-molec
resonant states: their annihilation widthGa ; the autodetach-
ment width Gc , which also determines the probability o
positron capture; and the level densityr(Ev) of the positron-
molecule resonant states populated in positron capture.
magnitude ofGa for positron-molecule bound states is com
parable to the spin-averaged annihilation width of the
atom (Ga /\;5310210 s!. Note thatGa does not increase
with the size of the molecule, because the increase in
number of electrons is accompanied by a thinning of
positron density in the~quasi!bound positron-molecule state
It turns out ~see Sec. II! that for Gc@Ga the magnitude of
Zeff

(res) is simply proportional tor(Ev). This density increases
rapidly with the size of the molecule,r(Ev)}(Nv)n, where
Nv is the number of vibrational modes,n;«A /v is the ef-
fective number of vibrational quanta excited in positron ca
ture, andv is a typical molecular vibrational frequency
Thus the resonant annihilation mechanism can explain
rapid increase ofZeff with the size of the molecule shown i
Fig. 1. Moreover, my estimates show that for thermal po
tronsZeff

(res) up to 108 could be observed.
A necessary condition for resonant annihilation to occu

the existence of positron-molecule bound states. Until
0-2
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MECHANISMS OF POSITRON ANNIHILATION ON MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 022720
cently there was almost no positive information about
possibility of positron binding to neutral atomic species. T
experimental results and their interpretation by Surkoet al.
@3# could be viewed as the strongest, albeit indirect, evide
of positron binding to large molecules. This situation h
now changed. Many-body theory calculations by Dzu
et al. @26# indicated strongly that positrons can be bound
Mg, Zn, Cd, and Hg and, possibly, many other atoms. R
cently the variational calculations of Ryzhikh and Mitro
rigorously proved that positrons form bound states with
atoms, and demonstrated that bound states also exist fo
Be, Mg, Zn, Cu, and Ag@27#. Molecules are much large
potential wells for the positron, and it seems natural t
many of them should be capable of binding positrons.

Ideas about different mechanisms in positron-molec
annihilation were discussed earlier in a number of theoret
@17,23# and experimental@3,22# works. However, there is a
need to re-examine this question using a unified approac
the annihilation mechanisms, and define clearly the phys
variables which determine the observed annihilation ra
The latter is especially important for the present work, wh
aims to provide an understanding of a whole variety of p
nomena, including the origins of the high values ofZeff for
molecules, and their dependence on the chemical comp
tion and positron energy.

II. ANNIHILATION MECHANISMS

In this section a derivation of the positron annihilatio
rate within a standard scattering theory formalism is p
sented. I show how to estimate the contributions of the dir
and resonant mechanisms, and examine specific feature
these mechanisms.

A. General expressions

The effective number of electronsZeff related to the anni-
hilation rate through Eq.~1! is determined by the positro
density on the electrons

Zeff5E (
i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uCk~r1 , . . . ,rZ ,r !u2dr1¯drZdr ,

~3!

whereZ is the number of target electrons,r i and r are the
coordinates of the electrons and positron, respectively,
Ck(r1 , . . . ,rZ ,r ) is the total wave function of the system.
describes scattering of the positron with initial momentumk
from the atomic or molecular target in the ground stateF0,
and is normalized as

Ck~r1 , . . . ,rZ ,r !.F0~r1 , . . . ,rZ!eik–r ~r @Ra!, ~4!

whereRa is the radius of the target~atomic units are used
throughout!. Note that for molecular targetsCk and F0
should, strictly speaking, depend on the nuclear coordin
as well.

Let us first assume that the electron-positron degree
freedom are completely decoupled from the nuclear mot
The scattering wave function is then determined by the p
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itron interaction with the charge distribution of the groun
state target and electron-positron correlation interaction~po-
larization of the target, virtual Ps formation, etc.!. Let us
denote the corresponding wave function asCk

(0) . At positron
energies of a few eV the molecule can be excited electro
cally, and the positron may find itself trapped in electro
cally excited Feshbach resonance states. This may result
rapid resonant energy dependence of theCk

(0) wave function.
However, at small sub-eV or room-temperature positron
ergies electron excitations cannot be produced, andCk

(0) be-
haves smoothly. On the other hand, if the positron affinity
a molecule is positive, the system ‘‘molecule plus positro
is capable of forming a stable ‘‘positronic ion,’’ whose life
time is only limited by positron annihilation. This syste
will also have a number of excited bound statesFn corre-
sponding to vibrational excitations of the positron-molecu
complex. Their typical energies are of the order of 0.1
and smaller, as determined by the vibrational spectrum of
molecule.

If we now turn on the couplingV between the electron
positron and nuclear degrees of freedom the total scatte
wave function will be given by

uCk&5uCk
(0)&1(

n

uFn&^FnuVuCk
(0)&

E2En1
i

2
Gn

. ~5!

The first term on the right-hand side describes direct, orpo-
tential @28#, scattering of the positron by the ground-sta
molecule. The second term describes positron capture
bound positron-molecule states. Equation~5! has the appear
ance of a standard perturbation-theory formula. The ene
of the system isE5E01k2/2, whereE0 is the target ground-
state energy. The energies of the positron-molecule~qua-
si!bound statesFn in the denominator are complex,En

2( i /2)Gn , because these states are, in fact, unstable ag
positron annihilation with one of the target electrons, a
against positron emission, a process inverse to positron
ture. Therefore, the total width of staten is the sum of the
annihilation and emission~or capture! widths: Gn5Ga

n1Gc
n

@29#. These states manifest themselves as resonance
positron-molecule scattering. They may not give a siza
contribution to the scattering cross section, but, as I sh
below, they can contribute much to the positron-molec
annihilation rate.

The contribution of a particular resonant staten to the
wave function is proportional to the corresponding capt
amplitude^FnuVuCk

(0)&, which also determines the captu
width

Gc
n52pE u^FnuVuCk

(0)&u2
k dVk

~2p!3
5

k

p
u^FnuVuCk

(0)&u2,

~6!

where the latter formula is valid for the positrons wave
which dominates at low positron energies~see below!. If the
positron interaction with vibrations cannot be described
perturbations Eqs.~5! and ~6! remain valid, provided we re-
place the first-order capture amplitudes^FnuVuCk

(0)& with
their nonperturbative values.
0-3
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G. F. GRIBAKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 022720
The annihilation width of the positron-molecule stateFn

is a product of the spin-averaged electron-positron annih
tion cross sections̄2g5pr 0

2c/v, the positron velocityv, and
the density factor

Ga
n5s̄2gv^Fnu(

i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uFn&

5pr 0
2cE (

i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uFn~r1 , . . . ,rZ ,r !u2dr1•••drZdr

[pr 0
2crep

n , ~7!

whererep
n is the average positron density on the target el

trons in thenth bound state. For ground-state positroniu
rep

Ps5(8pa0
3)21. One can use this value to estimate the a

nihilation width of the positron-molecule complex. The pre
ence of many electrons in a large molecule does not lea
an increase of the width, because the positron is spread
a larger volume due to the normalization condition

E uFn~r1 , . . . ,rZ ,r !u2dr1•••drZdr51.

Therefore, using the Ps estimate of the density, one obt
Ga

n;0.531027 a.u.;1 meV, which corresponds to the ann
hilation lifetime ta;5310210 s.

To calculateZeff wave function~5! is substituted into Eq.
~3!, which yields

Zeff5^Cku(
i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uCk&

5^Ck
(0)u(

i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uCk
(0)&1~ interference terms!

1
2p2

k (
mn

Am* ^Fmu(
i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uFn&An

S E2Em2
i

2
GmD S E2En1

i

2
GnD ,

~8!

where An is the capture amplitude introduced asGc
n

52puAnu2 @cf. Eq. ~6!#. The terms on the right-hand sid
correspond to the contributions of direct annihilation, re
nant annihilation~i.e., annihilation of the positron capture
into the positron-molecule quasibound state!, and the inter-
ference between the two.

B. Direct annihilation

The direct annihilation term in Eq.~8!,

Zeff
(dir)5^Ck

(0)u(
i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uCk
(0)&, ~9!

is a smooth function of the positron energy. Let us estim
its magnitude and find its energy dependence at small p
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tron energies. When the positron is outside the atomic s
tem, r .Ra , the wave functionCk

(0) contains contributions
of the incoming and scattered positron waves,

Ck
(0)~r1 , . . . ,rZ ,r !5F0~r1 , . . . ,rZ!Feik–r1 f ~V!

eikr

r G ,
~10!

where f (V) is the scattering amplitude. Because of the
pulsion from the atomic nuclei the low-energy positron do
not penetrate deeply inside the atomic system. Accordin
the positron annihilates mostly with the outer valence el
trons, where the electron and positron densities overlap. T
takes place ‘‘on the surface’’ of the atomic system, and E
~10! essentially determines the amplitude of finding the p
itron there. Of course, due to short-range electron-posit
correlations the true wave function at small distances can
be factorized similarly to Eq.~10!. The Coulomb interaction
between the positron and electron increases the probab
of finding both at the same point in space, as required by
d function in Eq.~3!. This effect enhances the annihilatio
rate@19#. However, since small distances and relatively lar
interactions are involved, these correlations do not depen
the momentum of the incoming positron at low energies.
the other hand, to participate in the annihilation event
positron must first approach the target, and this is descri
by Eq. ~10!. Unlike the short-range correlation effects, th
scattering amplitude can be very sensitive to the posit
energy. This effect is fully accounted for by Eq.~10!, and I
use it to evaluate the energy dependence and magnitud
Zeff

(dir) .
After substitution of expression~10! into Eq. ~9!, one ob-

tains

Zeff
(dir)5E r~r !Feik–r1 f ~V!

eikr

r G
3Fe2 ik–r1 f * ~V!

e2 ikr

r G r 2dr dV, ~11!

wherer(r )[^F0u( i 51
Z d(r2r i)uF0& is the electron density

in the ground state of the system. The electron density dr
quickly outside the atom, and the positron density decrea
rapidly inside the atom. Therefore the integration in Eq.~11!
should be taken over a relatively thin shell of thicknessdRa
enclosing the atomic system. Let us approximate the inte
tion domain by a spherical shell of radiusr 5Ra , whereRa
is the typical distance between the positron and the ta
during the annihilation, comparable to the size of the atom
molecule. For small positron momenta,kRa,1, Eq. ~11!
then yields

Zeff
(dir)54predRaS Ra

21
sel

4p
12Ra Ref 0D , ~12!

where re is the electron density in the annihilation rang
~which can be enhanced due to short-range electron-pos
correlations!, sel is the elastic cross section,sel
5* u f (V)u2dV, and f 0 is the spherically symmetric part o
0-4
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MECHANISMS OF POSITRON ANNIHILATION ON MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 022720
the scattering amplitude,f 05(4p)21* f (V)dV. For posi-
tron interaction with an atom, the latter is simply equal to t
s-wave scattering amplitude. Its real part is expressed
terms of thes-wave phase shiftd0 as Ref 05 sin 2d0/2k. The
s wave gives a dominant contribution to the cross sectionsel
at low projectile energies@28#. For k→0 it is determined by
the scattering lengtha, sel54pa2, as f (V)52a in this
limit. A similar description is also valid for positron scatte
ing from a molecule at small momenta.

Note that the relation betweenZeff
(dir) and elastic scattering

given by Eq.~12! could also be derived by matching the tru
many-body wave function of the positron-target system
low energy (E'0) with the asymptotic form@Eq. ~10!#. In
this caseRa will be the matching radius, and the factor b
fore the brackets will remain a free atomic-sized parame
However, even in form~12! the electron densityre and the
overlapdRa are effective parameters, and the accurate va
of the prefactor can only be found by comparison with n
merical calculations~see Sec. III A!. Nevertheless, Eq.~12!
is very useful for an analysis of direct annihilation. The thr
terms in brackets are due to the incoming positron pl
wave, the scattered wave, and the interference term, res
tively; cf. Eqs.~10! and~11!. Even if the cross sectionsel is
zero or very small, as in the case of a Ramsauer-Towns
minimum, the annihilation rateZeff

(dir) is nonzero. Its magni-
tude is determined by the effective annihilation radiusRa ,
electron densityre and dRa , which gives Zeff

(dir);1 –10,
since the quantities involved have ‘‘normal,’’ atomic-size
values.

Equation ~12! shows that the annihilation rate for slo
positrons is greatly enhanced if the scattering cross sectio
large. This occurs when the scattering length is large,
cause the positron-target interaction supports a low-lying
tual s level (a,0) or a weakly bounds state (a.0) @28#.
Their energies,«0561/2a2, respectively, must be muc
smaller than typical atomic energies,u«0u!1 Ry. For uau
@Ra the scattering cross section at low energies is m
greater than the geometrical size of the target. This ef
leads to a strong enhancement ofZeff

(dir) @17–19#. Theoreti-
cally, this gives the possibility of infinitely large cross se
tions and annihilation rates at zero positron energy, ifuau
→`. However, for nonzero momenta thes-wave cross sec
tion does not exceed the unitarity limitsel54p/k2 ~for thes
wave!. This fact puts a bound on the enhancement ofZeff

(dir) .
For example, for thermal positrons withk2/2;kBT at room
temperature (k;0.05 a.u.! we obtainZeff

(dir);103 from Eq.
~12!. Consequently, much higher values ofZeff cannot be
produced by the direct annihilation mechanism. A more
tailed discussion of this point and illustrations of the valid
of Eq. ~12! are presented in Sec. III A.

C. Resonant annihilation

Unlike the direct annihilation term, the interference a
the resonant terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~8! are rap-
idly varying functions of energy. The energy scale of th
variation is given by the mean spacingD between the reso
nances. If the resonances are due to vibrational excitation
a single mode of the positron-molecule complex, thenD
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5v, with v&0.1 eV for a typical vibrational frequency. In
complex molecule the positron attachment energy is su
cient for excitation of several modes, andD can be much
smaller. To describe the annihilation rates observed in
periments with nonmonochromatic, e.g., thermal, positro
one needs to average the interference and resonance
over an energy intervalDE which contains many resonance

1

DEEDE
dEF 2A2p2

k
Re(

n

^Ck
(0)u(

i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uFn&An

E2En1
i

2
Gn

1
2p2

k (
mn

Am* ^Fmu(
i 51

Z

d~r2r i !uFn&An

S E2Em2
i

2
GmD S E2En1

i

2
GnD G . ~13!

Upon averaging the first interference term vanishes. In
second resonance term the diagonal items in the summ
5n) dominate. Averaging is then reduced to the integ
over the Breit-Wigner resonant profiles. The number of re
nances withinDE is DE/D. Therefore, the total annihilation
rate is the sum of the direct and resonant contributions,

Zeff5Zeff
(dir)1Zeff

(res), ~14!

with the resonant contribution given by

Zeff
(res)5

2p2

k K rep
n Gc

n

D@Ga
n1Gc

n#
L , ~15!

where the angular brackets stand for averaging over the r
nances, andGn5Ga

n1Gc
n substituted for the total width. Be

low I will show that the resonant term in Eq.~14! can be
much greater than the direct one, and very highZeff values
can be achieved.

It is easy to see that the resonant contribution could a
be derived from standard resonant scattering theory de
oped originally to describe neutron scattering via compou
nucleus resonances~Ref. @28#, Chap. 18!. The maximal
s-wave capture cross section is given bys5p|2[pk22.
The true capture cross section is smaller thans, because the
capture takes place only when the positron energy matc
the energy of the resonance. For positrons with finite ene
spread~e.g., thermal ones!, the capture cross section is the
sc;(Gc /D)s, whereD is the mean energy spacing betwe
the resonances. More accurately,sc5(2pGc /D)s @28#. If
we are concerned with the annihilation process, the cap
cross section must be multiplied by the probability of an
hilation, Pa5Ga /(Gc1Ga), which gives the energy-
averaged resonance annihilation cross section

sa5
2p2

k2

GaGc

D~Gc1Ga!
, ~16!
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G. F. GRIBAKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 022720
where averaging over resonances similar to that in Eq.~15! is
assumed. By comparison with Eqs.~2! and~7!, the resonant
contribution toZeff @Eq. ~15!#, is recovered.

The way Eq.~15! has been derived implies that the po
trons are captured in thes wave. Otherwise, an additiona
factor of (2l 11), wherel is the positron orbital momentum
appears in the formula@28#. At low positron energies the
capture widths behave as

Gc}~kR!2l 11 ~17!

for resonances formed by positron capture with the orb
momentuml @28# (R is the typical radius of the target!. So
s-wave capture indeed dominates in the resonant annihila
of slow positrons. At higher energies contributions of seve
lowest partial waves should be added intoZeff

(res).
Let us estimate the rate of resonant annihilation and c

pare it with the maximal direct contributionZeff
(dir);103 for

room-temperature positrons. The typical annihilation wid
for positron-molecule~quasi!bound states are very sma
Ga

n;1 meV ~see Sec. II A!. If one assumes that the positro
capture width is much greater,

Gc
n@Ga

n , ~18!

the total widthGn'Gc
n cancels the capture width in Eq.~15!,

and the resonant contribution is given by

Zeff
(res)5

2p2

k K rep
n

D L 5
2p2

k
repr~Ev!. ~19!

In the last equality I use the fact that electron-positron
grees of freedom are almost unaffected by the vibratio
motion of the nuclei. Hence for a given molecule the po
tron density on the target electrons,rep , is the same for
different vibrational resonances. I have also introduced
density of resonancesr(Ev)5D21, whereEv5«A1« is the
vibrational excitation energy due to positron-molecule bin
ing. Equation~19! shows that forGc.1 meV the contribu-
tion of the resonant mechanism isindependentof the capture
width, and is determined by the density of positron-molec
resonant states populated by positron capture. Suppose
only a single mode withD;0.1 eV is excited. Equation~19!
then yieldsZeff

(res);43103, if I use the estimatesrep5rep
Ps ,

andk50.05 for room-temperature positrons.
The resonance spacingD cannot be smaller than th

widths of the resonances, which are limited by the annih
tion width Ga . Thus one can obtain an upper estimate of
resonant annihilation rate from Eq.~15! by putting Gc'Ga
;0.531027 a.u., andD;2pGc , which gives the maxima
possible capture cross sections. These estimates yield
Zeff

(res);53107 at room temperature~cf. Zeff57.53106 for
C12H2204 @15#!. This theoretical maximum ofZeff

(res) corre-
sponds to the unitarity limit of thes-wave capture cross sec
tion. However, this estimate ofZeff is not trivial. The reso-
nance mechanism shows that such large cross sections c
achieved for the annihilation process, in spite of the fact t
it is suppressed by the quantum-electrodynamic fac
pr 0

2c5p/c3;1026, in atomic units@see Eq.~2!#.
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Equation~19! predicts unusual low-energy threshold b
havior Zeff

(res)}1/k}1/AT ~the latter for thermal positrons!. In
a standard situation the cross section of an inelastic pro
involving a slow projectile in the initial state behaves ass
}1/k. This dependence is characteristic of thes-wave scat-
tering, which dominates at low projectile energies, and
valid in the absence of long-range forces between the ta
and the projectile. It is known as the ‘‘1/v ’’ law, and its
examples are numerous: from the (n,g) nuclear reaction to
dissociative electron attachment to molecules, where it is
served below 1 meV@30#. Therefore, one would expect th
positron annihilation cross section to behave assa}1/k. Ac-
cordingly,Zeff , which is proportional the annihilation rate,
expected to be constant at low positron energies.

The anomalous threshold dependence of Eq.~19! clearly
contradicts this general statement. This ‘‘puzzle’’ is eas
resolved if we recall condition~18! that led to Eq.~19!. For
very low positron momenta thes-wave capture width be-
haves asGc}kR, so that Eq.~18! is clearly violated, and the
resonant contribution in Eq.~14! becomes constant ask
→0. However, at higher positron energies the 1/k behavior
of Zeff may be observed. This dependence corresponds to
1/« drop of the cross section which is reported in some el
tron attachment experiments~see, e.g., Ref.@31#!.

The fact that positron-molecule resonances give a la
contribution to the annihilation rate, as compared to the
rect annihilation, does not mean that they also contrib
much to the elastic scattering cross section. In analogy w
Eq. ~16!, the resonant contribution to the elastic scattering
given by

sel
(res)5

2p2

k2

Gc
2

D~Gc1Ga!
, ~20!

and forGc!D it is much smaller than the direct, or potentia
scattering cross section.

III. ILLUSTRATIONS AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENT

A. Effect of virtual or weakly bound states
on direct annihilation

If low-energy positron scattering is dominated by t
presence of a virtual or weakly bound state at«056k2/2,
the corresponding cross section has the form~for scattering
by a short-range potential@28#!

sel5
4p

k21k2
, ~21!

wherek5a21. According to Eq.~12! a similar maximum
should appear in the momentum dependence of the anni
tion rate. Its magnitude atk50 can be arbitrarily large ifk
→0 (uau→`), which corresponds to a level at zero energ
However, for nonzero momenta the maximal cross sectio
finite, sel;4p/k2, which corresponds to the unitarity limi
for the s-wave cross section.
0-6
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Real atomic and molecular targets have nonzero elec
dipole polarizabilitiesa, which give rise to the long-rang
polarization potential2a/2r 4 for the positron. Its effect is
taken into account by the modified effective-range form
for the s-wave phase shift@32#,

tand052akF12
pak

3a
2

4ak2

3
lnS C

4
AakD G21

, ~22!

sel5
4pa2

F12~pak/3a!2~4ak2/3! lnS C

4
AakD G2

1a2k2

,

~23!

the latter formula being valid when the scattering length
large and thes-wave scattering dominates at smallk. In Eqs.
~22! and ~23! C is a dimensionless positive constant. No
that, for a50, Eq. ~21! is immediately recovered. The po
larization potential modifies the behavior of the cross sec
at low energies. For example, it leads to a more rapid
crease of the cross section fora,0, sel54pa2@1
12pak/3a1O(k2 ln k)#. However, this does not change th
estimates of the maximal values ofZeff that could be pro-
duced in direct annihilation.

To illustrate the relation between direct annihilation a
elastic scattering, and the enhancement of both due to
presence of a low-lying virtual level, let us compare the b
haviors ofZeff andsel for Ar and Kr. The results shown in
Fig. 2 were obtained within the polarized-orbital meth
@33#, which takes into account the polarization of the targ
by the positron. These calculations yield large negative v
ues of the scattering length for Ar, Kr, and Xe~see Table I!,
indicating the presence of positron-atom virtual lev
formed due to strong positron-atom attraction. The incre
of uau correlates with the increase of the dipole polarizabil

FIG. 2. Elastic scattering cross sectionsel ~a! and annihilation
ratesZeff ~b! for Ar ~dashed curves! and Kr ~solid curves!, as cal-
culated in Ref.@33#. Also shown in~a! are the analytical approxi
mations ofsel for Kr by the short-ranged potential formula~21!
~dotted line with crosses!, and the modified effective range formu
~23!, which accounts for the dipole polarization of the target~open
circles!. Here I have used the calculated value ofa5210.4 a.u., an
experimental dipole polarizabilitya516.74 a.u.@34#, andC50.4
obtained from thes-wave phase shift of Ref.@33#. Note that the
modified effective range formula~open circles! gives an accurate
description of the cross section shown by the solid curve.
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in these atoms. Similar values ofa have been obtained in th
many-body theory calculations of Dzubaet al. @19#. Figure 2
shows that bothsel and Zeff are enhanced at low momen
due to the presence of the virtuals levels. This effect is
stronger for Kr, which has a greater absolute value of
positron scattering length. As illustrated by Fig. 2~a! for Kr,
Eq. ~23! provides a good description of the cross section
smallk. The visible difference betweenZeff andsel in Fig. 2
is due to the background given by the energy-independ
term Ra

2 in Eq. ~12!.
Figure 3 provides a direct comparison betweenZeff and

the right-hand side of Eq.~12!, and shows that this relation i

TABLE I. Scattering lengths and fitting parameters for the re
tion betweenZeff

(dir) andsel @Eq. ~12!#.

Atom or a Ra 4predRa

molecule ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~a.u.!

He 20.52a 3.9 0.21
Ne 20.61a 5.0 0.23
Ar 25.30a 4.3 0.42
Kr 210.4a 4.2 0.41
Xe 245.3a 4.2 0.41
C2H4 218.5b 4.4 3.0

aCalculated in Ref.@33#.
bObtained from the calculations of da Silvaet al. @8#.

FIG. 3. Relation betweenZeff due to direct annihilation and the
elastic scattering cross section. CalculatedZeff values for He~open
triangles!, Ne ~solid triangles!, Ar ~open squares!, Kr ~solid
squares!, and Xe~solid circles! @33#, and C2H4 ~open circles! @8# are
compared with the predictions of Eq.~12!, shown by solid curves.
In the latter I have used the scattering cross sections and amplit
calculated in the same theoretical papers, and consideredRa and the
prefactor 4predRa as fitting parameters.
0-7
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G. F. GRIBAKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 022720
valid at low positron energies. The comparison is based
the polarized-orbital method results for the noble-gas ato
@33#, and the values ofZeff andsel obtained for the ethylene
molecule (C2H4) by the Schwinger multichannel method@8#.
In this comparison I have consideredRa and the prefactor
4predRa in Eq. ~12! as fitting parameters. Their values a
listed in Table I together with the values ofa obtained in
those calculations. Note that the theoretical results use
produce this plot are not necessarily ‘‘exact’’ or accura
~although, experimental data confirm that they are reason
@7,20#!. It follows from the derivation that Eq.~12! holds for
any calculation, as long as the same wave function is use
the scattering and annihilation calculations@35#.

In agreement with the estimates made in Sec. II B, Fig
shows that direct annihilation is indeed strongly enhanced
the presence of low-lying virtual levels. Nevertheless, ev
for targets with very large scattering lengths, such as Xe
C2H4, the annihilation rates do not exceedZeff;103 for
room-temperature positron momenta~0.05 a.u.!.

Direct annihilation is the only annihilation mechanism f
atoms and molecules which do not form bound states w
positrons. It will also dominate for small molecules which
form a weakly bound state with the positron, but whose
brational frequencies are high. In this case the energy«A

1« is simply insufficient for the excitation of the resona
quasibound states at low impact positron energies«.

For large molecules the difference between the reson
and direct mechanisms is probably most obvious when
compares the experimental values ofZeff for alkanes and
perfluorinated alkanes shown in Fig. 1. The large annih
tion rates of the alkane molecules with more than two car
atoms cannot be explained by direct annihilation. They a
display a very rapid increase with the size of the molecu
which is typical of resonant annihilation. On the other ha
theZeff values of the perfluorinated alkanes remain compa
tively small, in spite of their softer vibrational spectra. Th
one is led to conclude that the resonant mechanism
switched off for them. The latter is explained by the ve
weak attraction between the positron and fluorine atoms@7#,
insufficient to provide positron-molecule binding.

Let us examine the effect of fluorination onZeff for the
lightest molecule of the series, methane. The experime
data at room temperature areZeff5158.5, 715, 411, 127, an
38 for CH4, CH3F, CH2F2 , CHF3, and CF4, respectively
~data from Refs.@7,12# normalized to the given value fo
methane!. These values are small enough to be accounted
by the direct mechanism. Within its framework the increa
and subsequent drop ofZeff could be explained by the exis
tence of a loosely bound state for the positron on metha
which turns into a virtual level as the number of substitu
fluorine atoms increases@36#. In terms of thek parameter
this would mean thatk is small and positive for CH4, and
then goes through zero, and becomes negative upon flu
nation. Accordingly, both the cross section and the annih
tion rate peak for the molecule with the smallest absol
value ofk, namely, CH3F. This picture is considered in Re
@7# in more detail using the zero-range potential model
positron-molecule interaction.
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Besides having a larger value ofZeff , the molecule with a
smalleruku ~i.e., largeruau) should have a more rapid depe
dence of the annihilation rate on the positron energy, cf. F
3. If the experiment is done with thermal positrons th
should manifest in a stronger temperature dependence o
Maxwellian average ofZeff(k),

Z̄eff~T!5E
0

` e2k2/2kBT

~2pkBT!3/2
Zeff~k!4pk2dk, ~24!

on the positron temperatureT. The overbar is usually omit-
ted, as it is clear from the context whether one is deal
with Zeff(k) at a specific positron momentum, or with a the
mal averageZ̄eff(T). The temperature dependences of t
annihilation rates for methane and fluoromethane meas
in Ref. @7# are shown in Fig. 4. Also shown are low
temperature theoretical fits obtained using Eqs.~12!, ~23!,
and ~24!. Their parameters are given in the caption.

The dipole polarizability of CH3F a516.1 a.u. is close to
that of methane,a517.6 a.u., and I use the latter for bo
molecules. The constantC appears in Eqs.~22! and ~23!
under the logarithm, and the result is not very sensitive to
so C51 has been chosen. The value of the characteri
radiusRa54 a.u. is similar to those for noble gas atoms a
ethylene ~Table I!, and the prefactor 4predRa51 is be-
tween those for noble-gas atoms and C2H4. Of course, the
number of independent parameters (a, C, Ra , and

FIG. 4. Annihilation rates for methane and fluoromethane. E
perimental data for CH4 ~solid circles! and CH3F ~open circles! @7#
have been normalized toZeff5158.5 for methane at room tempera
ture. Thermal-averaged direct annihilation fits obtained from E
~12! and ~23! using 4predRa51, Ra54, C51, a517.6 a.u. are
shown for CH4 (k50.045, solid curve! and CH3F (k50.01,
dashed curve!. Also shown for methane is the sum of the dire
contribution and that of the first vibrationalA1 resonance at«n

50.33 eV, obtained usingrep
n 50.25rep

Ps @Eq. ~25!# ~chain curve!.
0-8
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MECHANISMS OF POSITRON ANNIHILATION ON MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 022720
4predRa) is too large to enable their unique determinati
from the experimental data. However, the fits clearly de
onstrate that very differentZeff(T) curves can be obtaine
only due to differentk values (k50.045 and 0.01 for CH4
and CH3F, respectively!. These values imply that both mo
ecules have bound states with the positron. The binding
ergy for CH4 is «A5k2/251.031023 a.u.50.028 eV, and
the binding energy corresponding tok50.01 is just 1 meV.
There is a large uncertainty in the latter value, because m
surements performed at and above room temperatureT
50.0253 eV, are not really sensitive to such smallk. This
can be seen, e.g., from Eq.~21!, which becomesk indepen-
dent for k!k. Zero-range model calculations presented
Ref. @7# show that the last three members of the flu
romethane sequence have negativek, corresponding to vir-
tual levels with increasing energies. This causes the decr
of their Zeff values.

As seen in Fig. 4, Eq.~12! for the direct annihilation
combined with the modified effective range formula~23!
works well in the low-energy part of the graph. However, t
data for methane clearly show an abrupt departure from
law at higherT, and the formation of some kind of a platea
in Zeff(T). In principle, one could think that this is due t
contributions of higher partial waves, not included insel
@Eq. ~23!#. However, their contribution has been included v
the Ra term of Eq. ~12!. Also, the contributions of highe
partial waves toZeff emerge as« l , which is a manifestation
of the Wigner threshold law@28#. For thermally averaged
rates this corresponds toTl . Thus it cannot be responsible fo
this sudden feature.

On the other hand, if the methane molecule forms a bo
state with the positron, the system can also have vib
tionally excited positron-molecule resonant states. The p
tron bound state on CH4 must belong to theA1 symmetry
type of the molecule. Since the positrons wave dominates a
low energies, its capture into theA1 state can result in an
excitation ofA1 vibrational modes of the molecule. The fre
quency of this mode for methane isv52916 cm2150.361
eV @37#. Assuming that the positron binding does not chan
this frequency much, the lowest vibrationally excite
positron-molecule resonance will occur at«5v2«A'0.33
eV.

It is easy to estimate the contribution of a single narr
vibrational resonance located at positron energy«n to the
thermally averagedZeff @38#,

DZeff~T!5
8p3rep

n Gc
n

Ga
n1Gc

n

e2«n /kBT

~2pkBT!3/2
.8p3rep

n
e2«n /kBT

~2pkBT!3/2
,

~25!

the latter formula valid forGc
n@Ga

n , which implies that the
resonance has a capture width greater than 1meV. Figure 4
shows the effect of the lowest vibrationalA1 resonance a
«n50.33 eV onZeff for methane~chain curve!. Its onset is
indeed quite rapid, due to the exponent in Eq.~25!, which
makesDZeff(T) very small forkBT,«n . To fit the experi-
mental data the densityrep

n is chosen to be 25% ofrep
Ps . One

could expect that for a weakly bound state («A50.028 eV!,
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where the positron spends most of its time outside the m
ecule, its density on the electrons is reduced below that o
~binding energy 6.8 eV! @39#.

B. Resonant annihilation: molecular vibrations and
temperature dependence

1. Vibrations

Equation~19! derived in Sec. II C shows that the annih
lation rate due to positron capture into resonances is de
mined by the level density of these quasibound vibrationa
excited states of the positron-molecule complex. This den
depends on the excitation energy available, as defined by
positron kinetic energy and positron affinity,Ev5«A1«,
and also on the structure of the molecular vibrational sp
trum. Suppose that the molecule possesses a particular
metry, which is true for most of the molecules where po
tron annihilation has been studied so far@4#. The electronic
ground-state wave function of the molecule is usually no
degenerate and invariant under all symmetry transform
tions. Let us call this symmetry typeA. Depending on the
actual symmetry of the molecule this can beA1 , Ag , or A1g .
If the positron can be bound by such molecule, the electr
positron part of the wave function of the positron-molecu
complex will also be fully symmetric, i.e., ofA symmetry
type.

Now consider the capture of a continuous spectrum p
tron into the bound positron-molecule state. At low positr
energies this process is dominated by the incident positros
wave, higher partial waves being suppressed as (kR)2l , com-
pared to thes wave @cf. Eq. ~17!#. As a result, the electron
positron part of the wave function of the initial~molecule
and s-wave positron! and final ~bound positron-molecule
complex! states of the capture process are characterized
the same full molecular symmetryA. This imposes a selec
tion rule on the nuclear vibrations which can be excited d
ing the capture process. They must also belong to thA
symmetry type.

Therefore, the selection rule limits the spectrum of po
sible vibrationally excited resonances which could in pr
ciple be formed. It allows arbitrary excitations and combin
tions of the A modes. It also allows overtones an
combinations of the other symmetry types, provided su
excitations contain theA symmetry type, i.e., the~symmet-
ric! product of the symmetry types involved containsA
among its irreducible representations@28#. This does not
mean that all such vibrations will contribute to the dens
factor r(Ev) in Eq. ~19! for Zeff . Some of them may have
extremely weak coupling to the electron-positron degrees
freedom, with capture widths much smaller than 1m eV. In
this case they will be effectively decoupled from the positr
capture channel, and hence, will not contribute toZeff . Of
course, this can only be found out by doing detailed cal
lations for specific molecules.

Nevertheless, it is instructive to compare Eq.~19! with
experimental data. This comparison enables one to ext
the effective mean spacingD between the positron-molecul
resonances. For experiments with thermal positrons Eq.~19!
0-9
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TABLE II. Annihilation rates and vibrational frequencies of molecules.

Molecule Formula Zeff
a Db (cm21) Symmetry Frequenciesc (cm21)

Carbon tetrachloride CCl4 9 530 473 A1 459
Butane C4H10 11 300 399 Ag 429, 837, 1057, . . .
Cyclohexane C6H12 20 000 226 A1g 384, 802, 1158, . . .
Pentane C5H12 37 800 119 A1 179, 401, 863, . . .
Carbon tetrabromide CBr4 39 800 113 A1 269
Hexacloroethane C2Cl6 68 600 65.7 A1g 164, 431, 976
Hexane C6H14 120 000 37.6 Ag 305, 371, 901, . . .
Heptane C7H16 242 000 18.6

aExperimental values obtained for room-temperature positrons in the trap~Ref. @4#!.
bEffective spacing for the resonances inZeff

(res) @Eq. ~26!#, corresponding to experimental data.
cLowest molecular vibrational frequencies of the given symmetry from Ref.@37#.
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must be averaged over the Maxwellian positron mome
distribution:

Zeff
(res)5

2p2rep

D K 1

kL
T

5
2p2rep

D S 2

pkBTD 1/2

. ~26!

Let us use the Ps value,rep51/8p, to estimate the electron
positron density, and apply Eq.~26! to simple symmetric
molecules withZeff*104, where resonant annihilation mu
be the dominant mechanism. The effective spacingsD
54.513106/Zeff ~in cm21) obtained from the experimenta
Zeff values measured with room-temperature positrons@4# are
listed in Table II. They are compared with the low-frequen
vibrational modes of theA symmetry type of these molecule
taken from Ref.@37#. As discussed above, vibrations of theA
symmetry type also occur in overtones and combination
other modes. However, their frequencies scale with the
and chemical composition of the molecule in a way simi
to the A modes, and theA mode frequencies listed in th
table are representative of the lower vibrational modes on
whole.

For molecules with moderateZeff at the top of the table
such as CCl4, the effective resonance spacingD is compa-
rable to the frequencies of single modes. With the increas
the size of the molecule~alkanes!, or masses of the constitu
ents~e.g., CBr4), the vibrational modes are softened, and
number of low-frequency modes increases. At the same t
one can expect that the positron binding energy increase
these molecules. These effects, and especially the increa
the number of modes, facilitate multimode excitation
whose density is much greater than the level density of
individual modes. Accordingly, we see thatD becomes much
smaller than the frequencies of the individual modes at
bottom of the table.

In the simplest model this effect can be estimated as
lows. Suppose the vibrational modes in question are cha
terized by some typical frequencyv, and the molecule ha
Nv such modes. Suppose, the positron binding energy is«A
5nv, wheren is the number of vibrational quanta excite
due to positron binding. If we neglect the small kinetic e
ergy of the positron,Ev'«A , the total number of various
vibrational excitations at energyEv is given by (Nv1n
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21)!/@n!(Nv21)!# ~the number of ways to distributen vibra-
tional quanta amongNv modes!. For large molecules«A re-
mains finite, whereasNv increases linearly with the size o
the molecule, the total number of vibrational modes be
3N26, whereN is the number of atoms. Therefore, th
number of vibrational excitations available, and the dens
of the resonant vibrational spectrum, increase as (Nv)n

}Nn. Such a rapid increase is indeed observed for alka
and aromatic hydrocarbons; see Fig. 1. The effective nu
bers of vibrational modes excited in the capture processn
56.1 and 8.2, respectively, is compatible with the positr
binding energy of few tens of eV. For example, if I use t
lowestAg mode frequency of hexane~Table II!, the positron
affinity is «A;6v'0.25 eV. This number looks reasonabl
compared with positron binding energies on single atom
e.g.,«A50.08, 0.15, and 0.38 for Be, Cu, and Mg, respe
tively @27,39#.

Apart from the rapid growth,Zeff for alkanes shows clea
signs of saturation, when the number of carbon atoms
comes greater than 8 or 10. Apparently, this takes place
before the unitarity limit derived in Sec. II C is reached. Th
behavior can be understood if we recall that Eq.~19! is valid
only when the capture widthGc is greater than the annihila
tion width Ga . With the increase of the number of vibra
tional modes their coupling to the electron-positron degr
of freedom decreases. This coupling is represented byGc ,
and for small capture widths,Gc,Ga , Zeff

(res) from Eq.~15! is
estimated as

Zeff
(res).

2p2

k K rep
n Gc

n

DGa
n L 5

2pc3

k K Gc
n

D L , ~27!

where Eq.~7! is used together withr 05c22, in atomic units.
The decrease ofGc is a simple consequence of sum rule
because the total strength of positron coupling is distribu
among the larger number of possible vibrational excitatio
In this regimeGc is proportional toD, hence the increase o
Zeff

(res) related to the increase of the density of vibration
excitation spectrum stops. The relationGc}D which charac-
terizes this regime is well known in neutron capture in
compound resonances@40#. It takes place in complex atomi
0-10
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spectra, e.g., in rare earths, where the oscillator strength
distributed among very large numbers of transitions@41#. It
also emerges in the unimolecular reaction treatment of
sociative electron attachment@21#, where it is responsible fo
very large lifetimes~i.e., small state widths! of transient mo-
lecular anions.

2. Dependence on the positron energy or temperature

Let us now look at the energy dependence of the reso
annihilation rate. At very small positron energiesZeff

(res) must
be constant~see the discussion at the end of Sec. II C!. How-
ever, as soon as thes-wave capture width becomes great
than 1 meV, the corresponding annihilation rate shows
1/k;«21/2 dependence on positron energy, as predicted
Eq. ~19!. For a thermally averaged rate this is described
Eq. ~26!. Figure 5 presents a comparison between the 1AT
law and the experimental temperature dependence ofZeff for
C4H10 @7#. This molecule hasZeff;104. Within the present
theoretical framework this large value must be due to
resonant annihilation process.

The theory and experiment agree well at low tempe
tures. One may notice that the measuredZeff show a slightly
steeper rise toward smallT. However, the difference is no
large, both in relative and absolute terms. It could be
plained by a direct contributionZeff

(dir) in Eq. ~14!, which
peaks sharply at small energies, if the positron-molec
scattering length is large~see Sec. III A!. In spite of the
dominance of the resonant contribution,Zeff

(res);104 for bu-
tane, the addition ofZeff

(dir);103 at small positron energie
would still be noticeable.

A more pronounced feature of the experimental da
which is not accounted for by Eq.~26!, is the plateau ob-
served at higher temperatures,T.0.05 eV, whereZeff goes
well above the 1/AT curve. To find its possible origins let u
first take a closer look at Eq.~26! and its predecessor, Eq
~19!. For small impact positron energies« the vibrational

FIG. 5. Dependence ofZeff on positron temperature for butan
C4H10. Solid circles show experimental data@7#, normalized at
room temperature toZeff511300@4#. The solid curve is the 1/AT
dependence@Eq. ~26!#, with rep5rep

Ps , and effective resonanc
spacingD51.9031023 a.u.5417 cm21.
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excitation energy is given byEv'«A . Accordingly, the reso-
nance densityr(Ev) in Eq. ~19! and the mean spacingD in
Eq. ~26! are approximately constant. As the positron ener
or temperature, increases, the resonance density fa
should also increase, sincer(Ev) is a strong function of the
excitation energy for multimode vibrational spectra. The
fore, the decrease ofZeff

(res) should be slower than 1/k, or
1/AT. Moreover, the density factor may even produce a r
in the energy dependence ofZeff

(res). In addition, contributions
of higher positron partial waves which emerge asT, T2, etc.,
at smallT, may also contribute toZeff

(res) in the plateau region.
It might even seem that these effects could lead to a ra
increase ofZeff

(res) with positron energy.
However, there is an effect that suppresses the increas

resonant annihilation. Throughout the paper I have assu
that the positron-molecule resonances have only two de
channels, annihilation and detachment, the latter being
reverse of positron capture. When the positron energy r
above the threshold of molecular vibrational excitations,
resonances can also decay into the ‘‘positron plus vib
tionally excited molecule’’ channels. In this situation the t
tal width of a resonance will be given byGn5Ga

n1Gc
n

1Gv
n , whereGv

n is the decay width due to positron detac
ment accompanied by the vibrational excitation of the m
ecule. This leads to a modification of Eq.~19!, which now
reads

Zeff
(eff)5

2p2rep

k
r~Ev!K Gc

n

Gc
n1Gv

nL . ~28!

This equation shows that as soon as the positron energy
ceeds another inelastic vibrational-excitation threshold,
factor in brackets drops, thereby reducing the resonant a
hilation contribution. Such downward steplike structures
vibrational thresholds are well known in dissociative electr
attachment experiments~see, e.g., Refs.@30,42#!. When the
positron energy is well above the lowest inelastic vibratio
threshold the ‘‘elastic’’ widthGc will become much smaller
than the ‘‘inelastic’’ width Gv , due to a large number o
open inelastic vibrational-excitation scattering channels,
due to a kinematic increase ofGv above the respective
thresholds. This will strongly suppress the resonant annih
tion contribution ~28! with respect to that of Eq.~19! at
larger positron energies. One may speculate that it is p
cisely the increase ofGv

n that counteracts the rise ofr(Ev),
and prevents rapid growth ofZeff

(eff) with positron energies. It
may also be true that a similar mechanism is behind
dramatic drop of the dissociative attachment cross sect
for projectile energies above a few lower vibrationally i
elastic thresholds@21,30#.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work I have considered two possible mechanis
of low-energy positron annihilation in binary collisions wit
molecules. The first mechanisms is direct annihilation. It
scribes positron annihilation with atoms and small m
ecules, as well as molecules which do not form bound sta
0-11
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with the positron. The annihilation rate due to this mech
nism has been related to the positron elastic scattering p
erties. In particular, it is enhanced when the positron ha
low-lying virtual s-type level or a weakly bound state at«0
56k2/2. For zero-energy positrons the direct annihilati
rate is inversely proportional tou«0u. Small k ’s, together
with the dipole polarizability of the target, also determine t
rapid energy dependence ofZeff at small positron energies
Estimates show that for room-temperature positronsZeff’s of
up to 103 can be produced due the virtual or weakly bou
state enhancement.

The second mechanism is resonant annihilation. It is
erational when the positron forms temporary bound sta
with the molecule. As a necessary condition, the posit
affinity of the molecule must be positive. The positron ca
ture is a resonant process whereby the energy of the pos
is transferred into vibrational excitations of the positro
molecule complex. The contribution of this mechanism
the annihilation rate is proportional to the level density of t
positron-molecule resonancesr. These resonances are cha
acterized by the capture widthGc and annihilation width
Ga;1 meV. For Gc.Ga its contribution is independent o
Gc , and is basically determined by the densityr. The reso-
nant mechanism can give very large annihilation rates~up to
108). Through its dependence on the vibrational excitat
spectrum of the positron-molecule complex, this mechan
shows a high sensitivity to the chemical composition of
target and the size of the molecule. Both are essential
tures of the experimental data@4#.

The difference between the two mechanisms is illustra
most clearly by comparison of the annihilation rates of
kanes and perfluoroalkanes. For example, C6H14 has Zeff
5120 000, whereas for C6F14, Zeff is only 630. The presen
theory attributes this huge difference to the fact that perfl
rocarbons do not form bound states with the positrons, a
hence, the resonant annihilation is switched off for them.
the other hand, this mechanism is behind the high value
Zeff for alkanes.

The experimental group at San Diego performed a nu
ber of measurements on protonated and deuterated mole
to test the sensitivity ofZeff to the molecular vibrationa
modes@4,7#. For example, their data for benzene showed t
t,

ki

C.

.

.
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a replacement of a single hydrogen atom with deuteri
changes the annihilation rate fromZeff515 000 for C6H6 to
Zeff536 900 for C6H5D. On the other hand, the data on ful
protonated vs fully deuterated alkanes show very little d
ference between the two cases. Such behavior is natura
smaller alkanes, e.g., methane, where direct annihilatio
the dominant mechanism. However, observed for large
kanes, it cannot be readily interpreted by means of Eq.~19!
or similar equations. It is possible that the vibrational ex
tations are dominated by low-lying C-C modes which a
weakly affected by deuteration. On the other hand, deut
tion may also influence positron coupling to the molecu
vibrations, which will most likely lead to a reduction ofGc in
Eq. ~15!. If the system is in the regime whereGc;Ga , this
effect may offset the decrease of the vibrational spacing

In spite of these difficulties, which could only be resolve
by performing calculations for specific molecules, t
present theory offers a consistent description of positr
molecule annihilation in real terms, through some we
defined parameters which characterize the system. It cle
identifies the two basic mechanisms of positron annihilati
and discusses their specific features. It also shows that s
ies of positron annihilation on molecules may give a uniq
insight into the physics of molecular reactions which
through the formation of vibrationally excited intermedia
states. Such processes are very likely to be responsible
large dissociative electron attachment cross sections
served for molecules such as SF6. They are also of key im-
portance for the whole class of chemical reactions, that is,
unimolecular reactions~see, e.g., Ref.@43#!.
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